
Worksheet for Conjunctions

The little girl was very hungry, so I gave her some chocolate cookies.

Jennifer is an honest and loyal person.

I want either tea or coffee because I am unwell.

Coordinating conjunctions

Subordinating conjunctions

Correlative conjunctions

Conjunctions are the words that join two or more clauses, sentences or phrases together. The

common conjunctions include- and, or, so, but, yet, neither-nor, either-or etc.

Examples 

Conjunctions are classified into- 

What are Conjunctions?
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And Or So

But Yet Until 

My friends gifted me an expensive watch __ a French perfume on my birthday.

She needed some money, __ she visited a bank nearby.

You will not go out __ you complete your homework.

Jane tried her best __ could not win the race.

She knew all the answers __ she did not score well on the test.

The students can choose to write an essay __ a story on the given topic.

Jennifer __ Annie work together in the same multinational company.

He tried to call his friend __ faced network issues.

We stayed home __ my uncle arrived. 

Andrew was upset, __ he called his mentor.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Part - I
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Part 1- Fill in the blanks using suitable conjunctions.

and 

so

until

but

yet

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6. or

7. and 

8. but

9. until

10. so

Answers
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Part - II

Paula got late for work __ her car broke down.

Because 

So

We should be careful about not overeating junk food __ it causes obesity.

But 

As 

Some people have a habit of getting up early in the morning __ some people get up late.

As

Whereas 

I grabbed a cup of Irish coffee __ waiting to board the flight.

While

But 

Jessica did not have enough money __ she did not purchase new furniture for her living

room.

And

So 

__ James __ Florence scored well in the final exams.

Either, or

Neither, nor

__ Marie __ Victor have ever visited Sydney.

And, or

Neither, nor

I will immediately leave for home __ I finish my work.

As soon as

Until 

We had a great time sightseeing __ it rained the whole day.

If 

Although 

Raven never visited her hometown __ she left it two years ago.

Since

Or 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
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Fill in the blanks with suitable conjunctions.
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Because

As

Whereas

While

So 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6. eigher, or

7. neither, nor

8. as soon as

9. although

10. since

Answers

Part - III

Combine the sentences and rewrite using suitable
conjunctions.

Some people like to eat junk food. Others prefer only healthy food. (use: whereas)

All kinds of pets are lovable. They can be cranky sometimes. (use: but)

Majority of the crops got damaged. It rained heavily. (use: because)

We should stay away from wild animals. They can be aggressive. (use: as)

My friends ordered some soft drinks. They also ordered food from a nearby restaurant.

(use: and)

Bungee jumping is simply amazing. It can be risky. (use: though)

The car did not move any further. There was no fuel. (use: since)

Some varieties of oranges are sweet. Some are sour. (use: while)

I liked the English course. I would have preferred more English communication practice.

(use: although)

The necklace was very expensive. Betty did not purchase it. (use: so)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Answers

Some people like to eat junk food whereas others prefer only healthy food.

All kinds of pets are lovable, but they can be cranky sometimes.

Majority of the crops got damaged because it rained heavily.

We should stay away from wild animals as they can be aggressive.

My friends ordered some soft drinks and some sweets from a nearby restaurant.

Bungee jumping is simply amazing though it can be risky.

The car did not move further since there was no fuel.

Some varieties of oranges are sweet, while some are sour.

I liked the English course, although I would have preferred more English communication practice. 

The necklace was costly, so Betty did not purchase it.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
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Part - IV

The following sentences are incorrect. Rewrite them
using suitable conjunctions.

Some students are pretty good at mathematics because some students are not.

The farmers got upset, so it did not rain properly.

Marc does not drink tea, or it causes him acidity.

As he was unwell, Allen scored good marks in his exams

Since she was stuck in a traffic jam, she did not get late for work.

I drank the whole glass of juice, so I was feeling dehydrated. 

Jane tried to watch her favourite program on television, or there was no electricity.

All people should work hard with honesty or sincerity.

No one left the room as the speech ended.

Chris always buys lots of cupcakes and chocolates for his family members wherever he

visits them.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Answers

Some students are quite good at mathematics, while some students are not.

The farmers got upset because it did not rain properly.

Marc does not drink tea as it causes him acidity.

Although he was unwell, Allen scored good marks in his exams

Even though she was stuck in a traffic jam, she did not get late for work.

I drank the whole glass of juice because I was feeling dehydrated. 

Jane tried to watch her favourite program on television, but there was no electricity.

All people should work hard with honesty and sincerity.

No one left the room until the speech ended.

Chris always buys lots of cupcakes and chocolates for his family members whenever he visits them.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
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